
Wired to Connect



Follow the leader activity

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CIOVvEh69s


A culture telling you that you need to separate from others and be independent above all else 
is selling you an ancient script.

Have you ever been told or heard people saying:

“Be strong! Don’t let what other people do and say affect you”
“You are enough. You don’t need other people to complete you”

“Stand on your own feet. Don’t be so dependent on others”

How do these words make you feel?



In many cultures around the world independence and 
competition are highly valued. 

Our heroes strike out on their own. The Lone Ranger gallops into 
town, saves those unable to take care of themselves, and then 

retreats in a cloud of dust. 
“Who was that masked man?” the grateful citizens wonder… 



In reality, courage, confidence, and a sense of strength grow in connection, not 
in isolation and in the glorification of the individual who defies the odds by 

possessing extraordinary internal fortitude. 

Isolation erodes strength. Isolation interrupts growth. Isolation disempowers us and 
immobilizes us. “Isolation is the glue that holds oppression in place.” In contrast, 

connection confers power and enables action.



What if we told you that over thousands of years humans have 
developed a deep need to connect? 

That it is healthy to need others?

That we can only grow when we are deeply connected to others instead 
of when we are apart from them? 

That the drive for closeness and connection is as powerful as our drive 
for food?



Even though we can only thrive in 
connection with each other,

our culture, family, education, and 
personal experiences 

can undermine our natural need and 
capacity to connect. 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnKPGK3yb5Y


What did you see in this video?

How might our culture, family, school and 
personal experiences undermine our 

capacity to connect with others? 

How might they nurture our capacity to 
connect?



PhotoSophia 

Poetry of Resistance


